Maddah-Ali and Niesen, in a seminal paper, introduced the notion of coded caching. The exact nature of the fundamental limits in this context has remained elusive even as several approximate characterizations have been found. A new optimal scheme for the (3, 3) cache network, operating at the memory rate pair (5/3, 1/2) for the demand where all the users request for distinct files, was introduced recently to partially address this issue. In this paper, an extension of this scheme to the general (K, K) cache network, operating at the memory rate pair ((K 2 − K − 1)/K, 1/(K − 1), is proposed. A new lower bound is also derived which demonstrates the optimality of the proposed scheme for the demand where all the users request for distinct files.
I. INTRODUCTION
The idea of coding in a cache network was introduced by Maddah-Ali and Niesen, in [1] . They considered the (N, K) canonical cache network, as shown in Fig. 1 . In this network, a server has N files {W 1 , . . . , W N } which are of interest to the K users connected to it through a common shared link. The size of each file is F bits and each user U k has an isolated cache Z k of size M F bits, where M ∈ [0, N ]. During the placement phase, the server fills the cache of each users with information regarding the N files. In the delivery phase, each user communicates its request to the server. The users requests can be represented as a vector d = {W d1 , . . . , W dK }, where W d k represents the file requested by user k. A set of packets X d , consisting of RF bits, is broadcast by the server over the common shared link to all users in response to the demand d. From the received packets X d and its cache contents, each user obtains its requested file. A memory rate pair (M, R) is said to be achievable, if there exists a scheme that operates using M F bits in each cache and RF bits in the broadcast packets to satisfy each user's demand.
In this paper we consider the demands, where all the users request for distinct files. A coded caching scheme for the (N, K) cache network was proposed in [1] for this demand. Lower bounds based on cutset arguments were also presented and proved to be within a multiplicative gap of 12 from the proposed scheme. Several improvements to these lower bounds were found in [8] - [11] , with the current best multiplicative gap of 2, in [10] . Surprisingly, a modification of the scheme
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F bits presented in [1] was proved to be optimal when coding is permitted only in the delivery phase and the placement phase is restricted to be uncoded [6] , [7] . In the general case of coding being permitted in both placement phase as well as delivery phase, several schemes were proposed [2]- [5] to improve the performance in [1] . These results are summarised in TABLE I. The exact rate memory tradeoff in this case has remained elusive except for the (N, 2) cache network characterized in [12] . As an improvement to this situation, in this paper, we present a new coded caching scheme operating at the memory rate pair (
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which is shown to be optimal. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, we consider the (3, 3) cache network as an example to explain the idea behind the proposed coded caching scheme. The new caching scheme is proposed in section III. In section IV, we demonstrate the optimality of the proposed scheme and conclude the paper in section V.
II. THE (3, 3) CACHE NETWORK
In this section we briefly review previous results that are relevant to the presentation that follows. In [13] , the authors presented a new coding scheme for the (3, 3) cache network for the memory rate pair (5/3, 1/2). An extension to the (4, 4) cache network for the memory rate pair (11/4, 1/3) was also presented. For clarity, we present the (3, 3) cache network example, in detail, with updated notations. In this network the server has three files {W 1 , W 2 , W 3 }, each of size F bits, and 
Matching lower bound for K = N and M = 1/(N − 1) Tian and Chen [5] Coded pre-fetching three users are connected to the server through a common shared link.
In this scheme, the placement phase can be seen as executed in two stages. In the first stage, each file is split into 6 disjoint subfiles of size F/6 bits. Let the subfiles of the file W n be represented as:
} A collection of these subfiles are placed in the cache of each user as shown in TABLE II. In stage two, functions computed from these subfiles, as shown in TABLE II, are also placed in each user's cache.
In the delivery phase, the server computes the packets to be broadcast based on the users demand. Let us consider a demand d = {W d1 , W d2 , W d3 }, where W d1 represents the file requested by the user 1, W d2 represents the file requested by the user 2 and W d3 represents the file requested by the user 3, which all are assumed to be distinct. In response to this demand the server broadcasts a set of packets,
Let us consider user 1 to understand how the scheme works. Based on its cache contents and broadcast packets, user 1 needs to compute all subfiles of W d1 , namely, 
This function along with the cached content,
can be used to recover the subfile W d1,{1,3} . This subfile along with the cached content,
can recover the subfile W 1 d1,{1,2} . Thus all subfiles of the file W d1 can be successfully computed by user 1.
Since all subfiles and computed functions stored in each users cache are of size F/6 bits and there are ten of them, the size of each cache is (10/6)F = (5/3)F bits. In response to every possible demand, the server broadcasts three packets of size F/6 bits each and thus transmits F/2 bits on the common shared link. The proposed scheme can thus be seen to operate successfully at the memory rate pair (5/3, 1/2). In [14] , using the computational approach, Tian presented a lower bound for the (3, 3) cache network: For the (3, 3) cache network we can achieve the memory rate pair (5/3, 1/2) by using the scheme presented above and the memory rate pair (2, 1/3) by using the scheme presented in [1] . By memory sharing these schemes we can achieve memory rate pairs satisfying, 
This completes the characterization of the exact rate memory tradeoff when M ∈ [5/3, 2], for demands where users request different files. The best achievable memory rate pairs and the best lower bounds for the (3, 3) cache network is shown in Fig. 2 . An extension to the scheme described in this section is presented next.
III. A NEW CODING SCHEME
Consider the (K, K) cache network, where each user has a cache memory of size M = (K − 1 − 1/K). In this network, the server has K files {W 1 . . . , W K }, each of size F bits and K users are connected to the server through a common shared link. In this section, we propose an extension to the scheme presented in section II. For brevity, we use the notation [k] to represent the set {1, 2, . . . , k} and W [k] to represent the set {W 1 , . . . , W k }.
During the placement phase, each file is split into K(K −1) subfiles, each of size F/(K(K − 1)) bits. Let the subfiles of the file W n be denoted by W i n,{i,j} and W j n,{i,j} , for all i, j ∈ [K] and i = j. The placement phase can be split into two stages. In first stage of the placement phase, the server places the subfiles W i n,{i,j} and W j n,{i,j} , for all n ∈ [K] into all users cache except the users i and j. After the first stage of the placement phase, the user k's cache contents are:
Thus, in this stage of the placement phase, from each file the server places 2 × K−1 2 subfiles are placed in each user's cache. The total space occupied by these subfiles in each users cache is 2 × K × F K(K−1) = F (K − 1) bits. In this paper we use the notation W 1 n,{0,1} also to represent the subfile W 1 n,{1,K} . In the second stage of the placement phase, the server places functions of the subfiles in each user's cache. For the user k, the server places the functions W k n,{k−1,k} ⊕W k n,{j,k} , for all n ∈ [K] and j ∈ [K]\{k−1, k}. For each file there exists (K − 2) such functions, each of size F/(K(K−1)) bits requiring a space of K(K−2)× F K(K−1) = F ( K−2 K−1 ) bits in each user's cache. In this stage, the server also places the function ⊕ n∈[K] W k n,{k−1,k} , of size F/(K(K −1)) bits, into the user k's cache. At the completion of the second stage of the placement phase, the user k's cache contains the following functions as well: The total space occupied in each user's cache can be computed as,
During the delivery phase, each user communicates their demand with the server. Consider a demand d = {W d1 . . . , W dK }, where W d k represents the file requested by the user k and each user requests a different file. Consider the set S i = [K] \ {i}, for i ∈ [K]. For each set S i the server broadcasts the packet ⊕ k∈Si W i d k ,{k,i} . The set of packets broadcasts in the delivery phase is,
Since each packet is of size F/(K(K − 1)) bits, the load experienced by the shared link is,
Thus, the scheme operates at the memory rate pair (M, R) = K − 1 − 1 K , 
is achievable for the demand where all users request for different files.
IV. A NEW LOWER BOUND
In this section we prove the optimality of the scheme presented in the previous section for the (K, K) cache network. We use the following identities.
where (6) follows from the fact that each user k can recover the requested file, W d k , from the received packets, X d , with the help of its cached contents, Z k , and (7) 
The following lemma can now be established. where (a) follows from submodularity of entropy, (b) follows from (9) and (c) follows from (7) .
Using this lemma repeatedly, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2. For the (K, K) cache network the achievable memory rate pair must satisfy the following constraint.
Proof. We have, 
